Digital laser cutting technology opens up new creative possibilities for you! Lasers can cut designs out of corrugated cardboard which previously could only be produced with difficulty, or not at all. THIMM is using a state-of-the-art Highcon digital laser cutter for the production of packaging, displays and decorative backdrops.

The combination of digital printing and digital laser cutting gives you MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY.

Digital laser cutting technology saves you time.

And the use of digital laser cutting technology saves you time.

The Highcon Beam 2C is the only machine of this type in Europe. The laser cutter enables a digital and fast work process, from design through to the completion of your packaging. With this laser cutting precision you can create the most delicate of cut lines and engravings which give your product a unique look. Digital Adhesive Rule Technology (DART) scores your packaging units and saves you valuable time when launching products.

Packaging as a brand ambassador. Exclusive packaging and displays thanks to aesthetic and exclusive cut-out images.

Counterfeit protection: Modern marking processes protect from forgery. Protect your packaging against forgery with authenticity identification.

Stand out from the crowd. Digital laser decorative elements create maximum effect at the point-of-purchase for your packaging and displays. Digital laser cutting can create the most delicate shapes.
Digital laser cutting technology for corrugated cardboard

Possibilities never previously available are now marketable for your packaging. The very smallest cut-outs can be implemented with digital laser cutting.

Faster and simplified market access. You can obtain marketable test orders and print runs of just one copy.

Offer your customers a unique unpacking experience with an attractively designed packaging unit. Design an emotional touchpoint for your brand with a high-impact product display and focused customer targeting. The laser can cut very delicate perforations which can be torn off easily and cleanly.

Find out more on our website about digital laser cutting technology for corrugated cardboard where you will find more images and examples.

State-of-the-art digital laser cutting technology for the processing of corrugated cardboard
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